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Electron-Optical Characteristics of Beams Generated by Electron 
Plasma Sources 
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Electron-optical characteristics of electron beams generated in sources of two types are 
considered. One of these sources is based on reflected hollow cathode discharge and the other one 
rests on a modified reflected discharge. They differ in emitting plasma formation conditions and 
emitter electrode potentials. The discrepancies of electron-optical properties of the generated electron 
beams with high accelerating voltage are established. The analysis of the reasons determining these 
differences are presented. 

Електронно-оптични характеристики на снопове, генерирани от плазмени 
източници на електрони (Владимир Груздев, Витали Залески). Електронно-оптичните 
характеристики на електронни снопове, генерирани в източници от два типа са разгледани. 
Единият от тези източници използва отражателен разряд с кух катод, а другият-
модифициран отражателен разряд. Те се различават по състоянието на емитиращата 
плазма и електродния потенциал на емитера. Разликите на електронно-оптичните свойства 
на генерираните електронни снопове с висок ускоряващ потенциал са установени.  
Представен е анализ на причините, определящи тези различия. 

 

 

Introduction 
Electron-optical systems (EOS) with plasma 

emitter providing a constitutive increase of durability 
of electron-beam technological equipment, were 
developed as the alternative of EOS with 
thermocathode. At the same time, it was assumed that 
beams formed by EOS with plasma emitter were 
regarded to be less suitable for electron-beam 
technologies in comparison with beams formed by 
EOS with thermocathode. This opinion was based on 
the statement that the initial energy of electrons 
emitted by plasma is considerably higher than emitted 
by thermocathodes. But there was a theoretical 
possibility to reach that value of such a main 
parameter of the beam as brightness in EOS with 
plasma emitter up to values typical of EOS with 
thermocathode. The possibility consisted in the 
occurrence of much higher current density emission of 
plasma emitter. It stimulated the substantial volume of 
the experimental researches in the field of 
development of different types of  EOS with plasma 
emitter and the evaluation quality of the electron 
beams formed by them. 

As a result the possibility of realization of two 

principally different plasma emitters was shown, and 
also the principal difference of EOS with plasma 
emitter and EOS with thermocathode. The essence of 
the latter difference consists in the fact that in EOS 
with thermocathodes beam crossover is formed due to 
beam acceleration. Then this crossover is imaged by 
the focusing system (usually magnetic) on the 
technological object. In EOS with plasma emitter due 
to high density current emission the plasma emitting 
surface is considerably smaller. At the further 
magnetic focusing, the beam section in the field of 
emission (small emitting surface) is imaged on the 
technological object. The square of this beam section, 
the position of the surface of emitting plasma and its 
shape essentially depend on the potential of the walls 
of emissive channel where the emitting plasma 
surface, plasma density, geometry of electrodes of 
EOS and their potentials form. 

Besides, it was supposed that the realizable 
extracting mechanisms of the emitted electrons from 
plasma to the accelerating gap influence electron-
optical characteristics of EOS with plasma emitter. It 
is possible to distinguish two extracting mechanisms 
to the main, fundamentally different, ones. 
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Their possibility depends on the type of discharge, 
which is used for the formation of emitted plasma 
(two types of the plasma emitters). Firstly, it is a 
thermal chaotic extraction (particularly discussed in 
[1]), secondly it’s a drift extraction [2] which appears 
as a result of emitting plasma perturbation by the 
emission. 

In this article the results of the comparative 
analysis of electron-optical characteristics of beams 
formed in plasma sources (PES) with cathode [3], 
anode [2, 4] and the intermediate potential of emitter 
electrode formed in plasma sources on the basis of 
two types of discharges are presented [3,4]. 

Experimental method 
Electron beams were formed by two types of 

plasma sources. The first type is based on the 
discharge with a hollow cathode (DHC) and  the 
second one is in terms of the modified reflected 
discharge (MRD) [4] with the anodic or intermediate 
potential of emitter electrode (fig. 1). In the first 
source the axial heterogeneity of plasma concentration 
is created and the diffusion (thermal chaotic) 
extraction is realized. In the second source there is a 
drift extraction from the whole plasma volume in the 
conditions of the mobility limitation of plasma 
electrons by the magnetic field. 

In MRD the emitter electrode potential change was 
provided by including it into the bias resistance circuit 

[3,4] and took place by the value of the voltage drop 
within the range from 0 to 100 V. For receiving electron-
optical beam characteristics the developed software-
hardware complex was used [6]. It could measure the 
beam divergence and its emittance, build 3D phase beam 
portraits and calculate the brightness and other beam and 
emitting plasma parameters on their basis. The 
estimation of the position and shape of plasma surface 
and also the trajectory of the electron beam (the results 
introduced in [7]) were carried out with the use of the 
application software ELIS [8]. 

The experiment results and their discussion 
The dependences of the angular divergence of the 

electron beam on the adduced electric field strength 
(relation the accelerating voltage to the length of the 
accelerating gap) in the acceleration gap are shown in 
fig. 2. The kind of the dependence of the electron 
beam angular spread on the adduced field strength Ea 
can be explained by the mobility of plasma surface 
emitting electrons [3]. 

But our calculations show that the reason for such 
a dependence can be the change of emitting surface 
shape [7]. Its displacement (deep into the channel with 
the growth of the adduced strength) leads to the 
change of emitting surface shape. At smaller Ea the 
displacement of the plasma border into the channel 
leads to the decrease of beam divergence up to the 
forming of a flat or convex shape [7]. 

 

  

a b 

1,2 − cathode; 3 − anode; 4 − emitter electrode; 5 − emission channel; 6 − accelerating electrode;  
Ud  − discharge voltage; Uac − accelerating voltage;  

Rb − ballast resistance; Rs − bias resistance; B − induction of magnetic field 

Fig. 1. Electrode structures of plasma sources on the basis of DHC (a) and MRD (b) 

. 
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The further magnification of Ea leads to more 
essential deformation of the emitting surface shape, 
refocusing of the beam and, as a result, to the growth 
of its divergence. Moreover the more the difference of 
potential between plasma and emitter electrode is, the 
less the mobility of plasma surface is and the more the 
degree of deformation of its shape in to convex is. It 
can explain the sharp increase of the angular beam 
divergence with Ea  growth in case of cathode 
potential of emitter electrode (DHC − fig. 2, curve 1). 

In case of the anode (MRD − fig. 2, curve 2) or 
intermediate potential (curves 3, 4, 5) of emitter 
electrode the difference of potential between plasma 
and this electrode is much less. The high mobility 
leads to essentially less change of the shape of 
emitting surface with the growth Ea. In the fig. 2 it is 
shown that the less the drop of potential in the pre-
electrode layer in the emission channel is, the less 
critical choice of the optimal value of adduced electric 
field strength is. This is the principal difference of 
electron beams forming conditions in PES with 
different potentials of emitter electrode. In the fig. 2 
(curves 2 − 5) it is also shown how the potential of 
emitter electrode effects the angular beam divergence 
of electron beam with the same geometrical 
dimensions of emission channel. It is seen that 

unmonotony of dependences Θ(Ea) with increase RS is 
getting stronger, but the value Ea (where is seen the 
minimum of divergence) shifts towards bigger values 
(curves 3, 4, 5). This is determined by the growth of 
potential drop in the layer between emitter electrode 
and plasma. As a result, the bigger adduced electric 
field strength of accelerating field is required to 
provide the same conditions of emission which are 
determined by the position and shape of the emitting 
surface in the channel (curves 4 and 5). 

The decrease of minimum value of beam 
divergence with the increase RS under other equal 
conditions is also determined by the limitation of the 
effective square of emitting plasma surface. In this 
case, plasma electrons in the peripheral areas of 
emission channel can’t overcome the potential barrier. 
It leads to the decrease of the electron beam 
divergence. 

The dependences shown in the pic 3 illustrate the 
effect of discharge current on the divergence and 
emittance of forming electron beams. In the 
experiments, with the emission current enlargement 
with the increase of discharge current on the constant 
leak-in-air but the extraction efficiency did not 
change. The emission current and the extraction 
efficiency also enlarged with the increase of the leak-
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discharge current 0.2 A, emission current 0.05 A,  

1 − PES on the basis of DHC,  
2, 3, 4, 5 − PES on the basis of MRD;  

2 − RS= 0; 3− RS= 0.5 kOhm;  
4 − RS = 1.5 kOhm; 5 − RS = 2 kOhm 

Fig 2. The dependence of the angular electron   beam 
divergence on the adduced field strength 

leak-in-air, mPa m3/s: 1, 4 − 2,2; 2, 5 − 2,7; 3, 6 − 
3,3;

 the adduced electric field strength 3kV/mm 

Fig. 3. The dependence of beam divergence (curves 
1 − 3), emittance (curves 4 − 6) on the discharge 

current in PES on the basis of MRD
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in-air. It is shown in the fig. 3 that with the increase of 
discharge current the divergence and emittance of 
electron beams are raising in some range of discharge 
currents. It can be determined by the deformation of 
the shape of plasma surface with the growth of its 
concentration. The further increasing of discharge 
current leads to the saturation of dependence Θ(Id) 
what is connected with the displacement of plasma 
border into the new position with less deformation of 
its shape. The fig. 3 also shows that the dependence of 
these parameters on leak-in-air has a nonmonotonic 
nature. With increasing of the leak-in-air the 
divergence first grows (curves 1 and 2), but then falls 
down (curve 3). 

 
 

To find the reasons for determining a kind of 
dependences of divergence and emittance on discharge 
current the influence of extraction efficiency α on these 
parameters was investigated. It was established that at 
the smaller extraction efficiency the divergence and 
emittance first grow. At the bigger α >αcr they fall 
down, and at the bigger discharge currents the slope of 
those dependences Θ(α) and W(α) is essentially 
higher in comparison with the slope at the smaller 
discharge currents. This fact lets assume that at α>αcr 
plasma electrons get additional velocity in the weak 
electric field which facilitates its movement toward 
the emission channel [3, 4]. That’s why the beam 
brightness which is derived at α>αcr is also higher 
(fig. 4) than the brightness of electron beam derived at 
the smaller values of extraction efficiency. At the 
same time the more the discharge current, the higher 
the slope of this dependence. Thus, electron beams 
with the same brightness can be derived under 
different conditions (a dotted horizontal line in the fig. 

4). For the illustration of other possibilities of soft-
hardware complex (except for the determination of 
beams characteristics which are mentioned above) in 
the fig. 5 3D phase portraits of electron beams are 
shown. The beams form in the sources with the 
different potential of emitter electrode under other 
equal conditions. Such 3D images of phase portraits 
are easy to use for a visual comparison of beams, the 
valuation of the homogeneous distribution of the 
current density on the beam cross-section and express 
diagnostics of adjustment and focusing systems. 

Conclusion 
The experiments and calculations proved the 

assumption about the defining role of the emitting 
surface shape in the formation of electron beam with 
specified electron-optical characteristics. It was 
established that the soft-hardware complex [6] and 
application software [8] can be used for analysis of 
conditions of the emitting plasma surface formation 
and preliminary system optimization of the initial 
beam forming. The analysis of the main electron-
optical characteristics showed the validity of PES on 
the basis of MRD with the anode potential of emitter 
electrode for getting welding type electron beams. The 
effect of the potential of emitter electrode on these 
characteristics allows assuming an effective method of 
controlling these characteristics in the sources based 
on MRD. 
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discharge current, А: 1 –  0.15 A; 2 – 0.2 A; 3 – 0.25 A  

Fig. 4. The dependence of the electron beam  
brightness on the extraction efficiency of electrons in 

PES on the basis of MRD 
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a b 

 

 
c d 

Accelerating voltage 16 kV; the potential of emitter electrode: a, b − anode; c − cathode; e − 
intermediate (floating); the beam current mA: a – 40; b – 85; c – 45; d –135; 

the average divergence, mrad: a – 83; b – 92; c – 66; d – 64; 
emittance, m mrad: a – 0,194; b – 0,177; c – 0,251; d – 0,245 

Fig. 5. 3D phase electron beams portraits 


